Certify your diplomas
in a heartbeat
Thanks to its groundbreaking blockchain
technology, BCdiploma dematerializes
your certificates in the most secure way
possible. With only one click, your
graduates can prove the authenticity of
their diplomas and share their success
with the world!

It’s time to protect your brand image & the value of your diplomas!
BCdiploma, a blockchain publisher specialized in higher education,
guarantees the authenticity, security and accessibility of your certificates.
Create an environment of trust …
With 2 out of 3 resumes being fraudulent and background checks
inevitable, BCdiploma gives you the opportunity to build a
relationship of trust with your applicants, alumni and partners.

… and be the leader of the student experience!
Thanks to native integration on LinkedIn, your graduates will be
able to give a tangible proof of the education they received and be
hired!

Upload as many certificates
as you want, multilingual and
100% customizable!
Encrypted documents on the
blockchain with unlimited
access, which meet the criteria
of data protection laws

Ensure that all data is secure …
The blockchain has advanced security features. Not only will your
data be completely secure, but it will also be accessible at all
times.

… and save valuable time!
Automate the sending and storage of your certificates from your
own data, and have a certified history ready for use.
No need to answer recruiters’ phone calls!

Strengthen your innovative brand image
Accelerate your digital transformation! Using our technology to
certify your diplomas strengthen your brand image as it shows
that innovation is in your DNA.
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"BCdiploma, as a groundbreaking
technology, clearly shows the
strengths of emlyon business
school in terms of innovation
and digital solutions."
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With BCdiploma, boost your graduates’ employability
in 3 easy steps:
Upload all diploma-related data on the
blockchain using our app or our API

The best of the blockchain for
higher education institutions
Simple and reliable

Each student gets a secure link or QR
code, which can be shared on social
media, resumes and job boards

With only one click, recruiters can
check the authenticity of the student’s
diploma and hire your graduates!

SaaS WebApp
Immediate implementation
Easy to use

Innovative and long lasting

100% blockchain technology
Integrity of your data
Mobile first and custom design

Cost effective

Single cost per certified diploma
No recurring fees
Free consultation

+
Thanks to its many innovative solutions, Microsoft is trusted
by most Colleges and Universities around the world.
As it seeks the best for its users, Microsoft supports
BCdiploma in order to offer a new exclusive product
developed for higher education institutions and fully
compatible with Microsoft Azure.

With BCdiploma, enter the blockchain era!
« To maintain the bond we had built with our graduates, we decided to give them the
possibility to use a solution that will certify the authenticity of their diplomas. The BCdiploma
blockchain solution provides is flawless, and the team has been very attentive. »

M. Nicolas ANTHEAUME, Director of IAE Nantes – Economy & Management
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